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In this excellent mon(

meiosis, Professor John X

ime are from authoritative account of a process
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of this book regarding the processes of pairing and
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In particular, this complex biological process. It is
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rary of any The postlogue to the book points out
responsible the fact that every aspect of meiosis is

:s with this beset with both controversial and
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information is available, a complete
JOHN BURN theory of meiosis is still lacking.

Professor John, however, has provided
a fine and detailed statement of the
issues and problems, and his book
admirably bridges a gap which

and Cell currently exists on the library shelf.
3 John. (Pp Together with the 327 pages of text,
Cambridge there are over 400 references and a

well-prepared index. I could thoroughly
recommend it to the reader.
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Flow Cytogenetics. Ed Joe W Gray.
(Pp 312; £33-00.) London: Academic
Press. 1989.

This is the first book devoted to the use
of flow cytometry for the analysis and
sorting ofchromosomes. Until recently,
few laboratories worldwide have used
flow cytogenetics, although the
products of the Los Alamos and
Lawrence Livermore laboratories in
the form of flow sorted, chromosome
specific DNA libraries are widely used
in molecular biology. However,
modern commercial flow cytometers
are now capable of producing high
resolution flow karyotypes and there is
an increasing demand from molecular
biologists for chromosome analysis and
sorting. This book forms an invaluable
reference text for centres embarking on
flow cytogenetics and is interesting
reading for established groups.

This multiauthor book has been
written by many of the leading names
in flow cytogenetics. The chapters fall
into two main groups, those addressing
the technical aspects of obtaining high
resolution flow karyotypes and those
describing applications. From the
technical point of view, chapters on

instrumentation, cell culture, chromo-
some isolation, and staining technology
are well written and provide both
practical information as well as detailed
technical discussion of factors influen-
cing the resolution of measurements.
Although the information supplied
falls short of providing specific pro-
tocols, adequate reference to published
reports fulfils this need.

Sorting of chromosomes is well
covered, including a chapter on pre-
purification ofchromosomes by velocity
sedimentation and an interesting, if not
widely applicable, chapter on the high
speed chromosome sorter used to
construct many of the gene libraries
obtainable through the US National
Laboratory Gene Library Project. A
further chapter details the experiences
of those involved in this project and
describes the strategies used for
cloning DNA from flow sorted
chromosomes. The chapter on the
statistical analysis of both univariate
and bivariate histograms as applied to
chromosome data documents carefully
the accuracy of various methods for
peak estimation.

Applications of flow cytogenetics are
covered in two general chapters on the
uses of univariate and bivariate flow
karyotype analysis and more specifically
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The Threat and the Glory
on Science and Scientists.
(Pp 291; £15-00.) Oxfc
University Press. 1990.

A Very Decided Preferen(
Peter Medawar. Jean M
256; £15-00.) Oxford: Ox
sity Press. 1990.

Peter Medawar was, withc
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chapters will science. But this was never at the
to molecular expense of accuracy. These essays

include BBC interviews, book reviews,
on scanning and his Reith lectures of 1959 on 'The
the measure- Future of Man'. They are rich in
i and RNA philosophy (one of Medawar's special
est technology interests) and are always thought
)int to future provoking and often touched with wit.
iy scientific Thus in giving advice to a would-be
is impossible hospital patient, he recommends
contributions reading good books but ". . . if you
rith the latest didn't understand Chomsky when you
pplications of were well there is nothing about illness
ction to small that can give you an insight into the
chromosomes working of his mind", and later to tell
zok. Ward Sister ". . . you get a funny sort
of interest to of dizzy, swimming feeling in the head
tly, molecular if you don't have a drink at 6 o'clock",
cists will find provided you don't have a serious liver
ng the appli- problem. In the foreword, Lewis
alysis and the Thomas points out that Medawar
will point to possessed more friends all around the
ild help their world than anyone he ever knew or
hose running heard of. Having read these essays and
ed to analyse his wife's biography I am not at all
will find the surprised.
n this book Her biography fills in those personal

gaps which can so illuminate a distin-
guished man's life. In this case his later

N P CARTER years were dogged by serious crippling
illness, yet when questioned about his
courage and continued pleasure in life

Reflections he would retort "I have a very decided
P Medawar. preference for remaining alive". He
)rd: Oxford had a major stroke at the age of 54

which left him with a left hemiplegia
from which he never fully recovered.

ce. Life with Then after 11 years of gradually
Ledawar. (Pp coming to terms with his disabilities,
ford Univer- he had another stroke followed over the

years by several others and also the loss
ofan eye through glaucoma. Eventually

)ut question, he had only one functioning hand and
bed scientists less than half his eyesight. The final
lies of graft event occurred in October 1987.
n with his Throughout the 50 years of their
Brent, led to marriage, Medawar and his wife
ununological developed a close relationship which
ation of the many would envy. She was certainly
ith profound fortunate in having such a scholarly
surgery. He and delightful husband with whom to
achievement share her family and life. But I suspect
reflection of he may have been the more fortunate,
n Zoology at in having such a courageous, caring,
ellowship of and loving wife, without whom I
the Nobel suspect he would never have achieved

I at 50, and quitesomuch. "Behindeverysuccessful
3ut as David man ...".
roduction to
ys, Medawar
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NOTICES

Rapallo H. An International
Symposium on First Trimester
Prenatal Diagnosis
This symposium will be held at
Teatro delle Clarisse, Rapallo, Italy on
24 to 26 October 1991. The symposium
will attempt to evaluate the techniques
and procedures of embryonic and fetal
diagnosis, with major emphasis on the
difficulties and controversial aspects of
a host of procedures spanning from
single cell diagnosis to early amnio-
centesis. The symposium will be based
on invited papers with ample time for
directed and free discussion from the
floor. The number of participants will
be limited to 250. There will be no

posters but participants may submit in
advance a two page summary of any
contribution they wish to make which
will be duplicated and distributed at
the meeting. For further details contact
Professor M Fraccaro, CP 217,
1-27100 Pavia, Italy.

Call for Abstracts. NATO Advanced
Research Workshop on
Prader-Willi Syndrome and Other
15q Deletion Disorders

This conference will be held on 2 to 3
May 1991 at Noordwijkerhout, The
Netherlands. Abstract due date:
7 January 1991. For further details
please contact: Hoboken Congress
Organization, Erazmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands. Fax No 31-10-4367271.

International Conference on
Prader-Willi Syndrome for
Professionals and Parents
(in English)

This conference will be held on 4 to
5 May 1991 at Noordwijkerhout, The
Netherlands. For information contact:
Hoboken Congress Organization,
Erazmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Fax No
31-10-4367271.
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